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Preventing clogging naturally starts with a dripper that 
handle dirt optimally. Netafim drippers are less prone 
to clogging due to their patented labyrinth with large 
passages. Despite the fact that Netafim drippers demon-
strate a high level of clogging resistance, proper use of 
the dripper system will extend service life and maintain  
a high level of performance.

SIMPLE MEASURES FOR MAINTAINING 
DRIP IRRIGATION SYSTEMS

Proper maintenance of filters
Use of valve set filters
Regular flushing of semi line and dripper lines
Irrigation water pH between 4 and  6.5
Aerate the water when (extreme) bacteria growth is  
observed
Do not add any additives such as biological prepa- 
rations downstream of the filter
Regular flushing of the dripper system is advised in  
order to remove residues of any kind

If clogging remains for whatever reason, various  
cleaning methods are possible, depending on the type  
of dripper and the type and extent of contamination.  
Flow measurement (via the computer or at the 
individual drippers) allows for determination of 
significant contamination.

WHAT TYPE OF CONTAMINATION?
In order to determine the type of contamination, some 
drippers need to be cut for inspection. General rules are:

Solid particles can indicate plastic chips, sand, rust  
and/or precipitated fertilizer.
Contamination from algae consists of green/brown  
wet accumulations. When dry, algae contamination  
is solid and brittle and can be easily grind into fine  
particles.
Bacteria are frequently determined from the fact that  
they form a glossy, transparent and slimy layer. 
When dry, bacteria contamination is similar to  
fertilizer contamination.
Contamination due to bacteria occurs more frequent- 
ly if osmosis water or spring water is being used,  
or the irrigation water contains a large amount of  
organic matter.

 
RS DIAPHRAGMS WITH IMPROVED CHEMICAL  
RESISTANCE
Netafim intends to maintain its position as market  
leader in irrigation and is constantly improving its 
products. From 2019, the Kameleon(-High) drippers are 
equipped with an RS (Red Silicone) diaphragm whose 
chemical resistance has been improved.  
The new diaphragms are recognizable by their red/
brown colour. The increasing use of chemicals in irriga-
tion systems, whether for nutrition, crop protection or 
system maintenance, can result in an undesirable inter-
action with the diaphragm, affecting the performance of 
the diaphragms. That is why Netafim has developed new 
techniques so reliable performance is maintained and 
the Kameleon drippers last longer. While this adoption 
provides better resistance to chemicals, including active 
chlorine, we recommend using hydrogen peroxide to 
clean the system. Other specifications such as: article 
numbers, flow rate and working pressure remain un-
changed.
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Dripper Acid Peroxide Chlorine Pressure increase Suction

Kameleon(-High) + + +/-* - -

CNL + + +/-* - -

Multi-outlet + + + - -

Woodpecker + + + x +

Cobra + + + x +

CapiNet + + + x +

Capillary + + + x +

+: Suitable                  -: Not possible                               +/-: Possible, depending on type            x: Limited risk

CLEANING OF DRIPPERS (AT SERVICE STAGE)
Acid is being used to remove precipitated fertilizer. A concentration of maximum 3% HCl or HNO3 (38% solution)
for a maximum of 12 hours is applicable (pH should not be lower than pH 2).
Oxidizing agents such as Hydrogen Peroxide (H2O2) are being used to remove organic contamination during and  
after the crop season. Ask the peroxide supplier for information about required concentrations.
Chlorine bleach lye is being used to remove organic contamination. Drippers with a silicone diaphragm, or without  
diaphragm, are resistant to chlorine bleach lye (3% of 15% solution) for a maximum of 12 hours.
Prevent contact between chlorine and acids.
Applying under pressure is only effective for the cleaning of non closing drippers.
Applying over pressure is only effective for the cleaning of drippers without diaphragm.

Overview of cleaning agents for Netafim drippers

* Kameleon(-High), CNL with silicone diaphragm can be cleaned with chlorine. The silicone diaphragm is transparent (Kameleon, Kameleon-High) 
or pigmented (CNL). All Kameleon drippers with a pigmented underside have silicone diaphragms. Black diaphragms are made from EPDM materi-
al (before 2002) and cannot be cleaned with chlorine-based agents. 

Important notice
Flush the system thoroughly with clean water before, between and after treatments.
Start with the main line, then the semi line and finally the dripper lines.
Protect EC and pH sensors from interaction with cleaning agents. 
Prevent the crop from any contact with cleaning agents.
Flush the drippers after a few hours to prevent from any cleaning agents remaining inside the dripper.
Check to ensure the cleaning agents have reached to the end of the dripper lines
Unfortunately contamination from sand, rust and/or (PVC) chips cannot be removed from the drippers. 
Replacement of the clogged drippers or dripper lines is the only option.
For more information contact Netafim Netherlands for a detailed cleaning recommendation.

 
   Pay attention to the prescribed concentrations and safety measures. Please ensure that chlorine bleach lye  
   and acid do not interact. The combination of chlorine with a low pH (under 5) may result in chlorine gas  
   forming that may result in health hazards and the damage of the silicone diaphragm. This applies to both  
   continuous and occasional cleaning.


